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Abstract

Following the financial crisis, emboldened regulators have increased the magnitude of fines levied for financial malfeasance. The automation of the data discovery process underpins the rise in internal investigations, which financial organizations are obliged to conduct on the behest of regulators, keen to reduce information asymmetries and bolster transparency. Yet little research exists into the technologies which underpin post-crisis regulatory agendas. Our study focuses on big data technologies (eDiscovery tools) which facilitate investigations, where rare yet serious breaches have occurred. We focus on the micro/data level (volume, veracity, variety and velocity) to understand how these tools are influencing regulatory outcomes. The findings illustrate the need for financial organizations to adopt robust information governance policies to ease future investigatory efforts. We identify various practices which may help compliance managers better respond to regulatory investigations faster and more easily to ease the burden of post-crisis regulation.

1. Introduction

This study addresses how financial firms are facing burdensome demands to meet regulatory mandates using analytics (e-Discovery tools1) and how regulators are increasingly requiring organizations to conduct vast searches of their organizational data (structured and unstructured) to avoid sanctions or, instead, disclose levels of malpractice. The paper illustrates how the use of analytics is now part of a wider compliance regime in financial institutions where the risk of sanctions and reputational damage are ever present if malpractice is uncovered. Through our analysis, we provide guidance for practitioners seeking to navigate the complex world of regulatory compliance in the post-crisis world. The study also illustrates broader issues regarding the automation of professional services (paralegal work), in the era of machine learning and big data.

1.1 Problematizing big data in financial services

Despite the extensive use of mathematical models within capital markets which give an aura of impartiality and reliability, finance is not physics and to a large degree operates on trust and faith ultimately underpinned by transparency and the availability and accuracy of underlying data. The UK Regulator’s Risk Outlook for 2014 [1], which outlined the major risks the industry was facing, highlights lack of transparency and asymmetric information as an ongoing risk: ‘Information asymmetries – when one party in a transaction has more or better information than the other party – are common in most retail and wholesale financial markets’ transactions. They potentially affect outcomes along the distribution chain, causing mis-selling and reduced trust and can affect market integrity if used to benefit the firm at the expense of one or more conflicted clients’. Thus, at a time where volumes of digital data are increasing exponentially, the use of technology and analytics to provide transparency into employees’ conduct and culture is becoming increasingly pivotal and so deserves scrutiny and the attention of researchers.

Prior to the use of eDiscovery tools, transparency was facilitated by organizations in partnership with their legal teams, by reviewing and disclosing paper documents and print outs, of a relatively small number of electronic documents, to courts or regulators. As data intricacy increases, new challenges in meeting disclosure obligations emerge. Related eDiscovery and searched with the intent of using it as evidence in a regulatory, civil or criminal investigations.

1 Electronic discovery (also called e-discovery or eDiscovery) refers to any process in which electronic data is sought, located, secured,
projects present an increasing cost for regulated financial firms - not least as regulators’ demands for firms to evidence compliance though data disclosure become more onerous and regular. Consequently, firms are being driven to revisit and improve data governance practices that underpin eDiscovery projects so that they can more easily and quickly respond to the demands of regulators. In summary, this study examines how global financial institutions are using big data compliance analytics to support their governance operations and manage regulatory obligations. Thus, we are guided by the following high-level research question:

- How can big data tools intervene, when serious regulatory breaches occur, to automate the identification, collection, analysis and disclosure of structured and unstructured data?

2. Contextualizing regulatory risk

Following the 2008 financial crisis, operational failures and related malpractices have increased demands for more transparency and regulatory scrutiny of management practices [2]. Firms are now faced with a ‘new normal’ of higher operational costs, derived from the need to meet a ‘tsunami’ of new regulatory rules, with short deadlines for implementation, whilst being subject to heightened levels of supervision [3]. Figure 1 highlights the fines and penalties levied by the UK financial services regulator since the financial crisis. In Figure 1, the sharp increase in fines in 2014 reflects large penalties levied against financial organizations for rigging the FX and LIBOR inter-banking benchmark rates, see Table 1. Often the levying of fines are precipitated by regulatory investigations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>LIBOR Benchmark Rigging</th>
<th>Foreign Exchange (FX) Benchmark Rigging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fines have been levied across multiple regulatory bodies in the UK, USA and the EU, currently more than $9 billion for rigging Libor. From 2015 investigations are continuing with other institutions expected to be implicated and related fines and civil lawsuits likely to ensue.</td>
<td>In 2012, an investigation into the London Interbank Offered Rate, or Libor, which underpinned over $300 trillion worth of loans worldwide, revealed collusion across multiple banks to manipulate interest rates for their own profit from 2003.</td>
<td>Similar to the LIBOR scandal in 2013 an investigation by UK, USA, and Swiss regulators, assisted by authorities in Hong Kong, revealed they were scrutinizing 15 banks for manipulating a benchmark for setting the price of major currencies worldwide.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Fines have been levied across multiple regulatory bodies in the UK, USA and the EU, more than $9 billion for rigging Libor and $5.9 for FX. For example, The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), the UK’s sole financial services regulator, has imposed fines totalling £1,114,918,000 ($1.7 billion) on five banks for failing to control business practices in their G10 spot foreign exchange (FX) trading operations: Citibank N.A. £225,575,000 ($358 million), HSBC Bank Plc £216,363,000 ($343 million), JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. £222,166,000 ($352 million), The Royal Bank of Scotland Plc £217,000,000 ($344 million) and UBS AG £233,814,000 ($371 million).

4 The FSA operated between 2001-2013. After which, the FCA replaced it along with the PRA (Prudential Regulatory Authority). Total fines for 2013 include fines levied by both the FSA and FCA.
Table 1: Summary of LIBOR and FX rate rigging scandals

2.1 Regulatory investigations

Regulatory investigations may often incorporate ‘dawn raids.’ Such raids are defined as searches of individuals and businesses offices, often carried out in the early hours, by the FCA (UK financial services regulator) under warrant and in the presence of a police officer. The FCA undertakes these raids in order to prevent the removal of laptops, desktops, PDAs and mobile devices and the destruction of electronic documents and paper files. From 2012 to 2013, the number of dawn raids conducted by the FCA almost doubled from 11 to 20 raids.

Regulatory investigations may not always take the form of dawn raids. Regulators also have the power to require financial organizations to conduct internal investigations and report back. Where regulators suspect that misconduct may have occurred or want to clarify that it has not, the regulator may instruct financial organizations to conduct an investigation and submit relevant data and commentary to them in a prescribed format. An example is when the UK regulator wished to enlarge the scope of its investigations into rate rigging (see Table 1), and so instructed more financial organizations to conduct investigations into employee misconduct. Where such malpractice is thought to be widespread, the regulator may require firms to prove they have not been involved through the disclosure of unstructured data such as including emails or chat room data. Such investigations may be costly as the regulator may come back to the firm and ask them to widen the scope by including more individuals, more data types or lengthen the time periods reviewed. Often the timeframes for reporting back are tight. In such cases, financial organizations often look to their general council who, in turn, may look to external legal firms and eDiscovery consultancies for additional resource and expertise.

In the wake of the financial crisis, the UK regulator faced strong critiques for adopting a light touch principles based regulation of financial organizations [4]. Consequently, the regulator introduced more severe practices. However, intensified monitoring and sanctioning of financial organizations has not been without controversy. The dismissal of the head of the FCA (Martin Wheatley) by Britain’s Chancellor of the Enqueuer in 2016 was interpreted by many as a reaction to criticism levied by banks insurers who complained that the regulator had adopted a “guilty until proven innocent” attitude to regulation. With Wheatley famously being quoted as saying he would, “Shoot first and ask questions later”. While others suggested that the regulator, under Wheatly, foremost interest was in healing its reputation and so was ‘obsessed’ with media management [5].

2.2 High impact low frequency breaches

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision [6] defines Operational Risk as, ‘the risk of direct or indirect loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from external events.’ While a related category of risk, termed ‘Compliance Risk’, addresses, ‘the risk of legal or regulatory sanctions, material financial loss, or loss to reputation a bank may suffer as a result of its failure to comply with laws, regulations, and rules.’ Often, firms organise their compliance function within their operational risk function as there is a close relationship between the two. A third relevant risk category is termed ‘Regulatory Risk’, which refers to the risk that a change in regulatory rules and laws may impact a business [7]. These definitions provide us with a useful point of departure from which to consider the use of big data technologies for managing compliance and investigating breaches.

In a paper for the International Monetary Fund [8] Jobst suggests, ‘the typical loss profile from operational risk contains occasional extreme losses among frequent events of low loss severity. Hence, banks categorize operational risk losses into expected losses (EL), which are absorbed by net profit and unexpected losses (UL), which are covered by risk reserves through core capital and/or hedging.’ The LIBOR and FX rate rigging scandals and rogue trader malpractice are examples of rare operational risk events leading to considerable fines and reputational damage [5]. We build on Jobst’s representation of operational risk in order to frame our study, see Figure 2. This study addresses low probability breaches which occur much more rarely and are often distinguished by huge fines and substantial changes and refinements to regulatory frameworks.

3. Related literature

Previous research has focused on the strategic implications of big data, but not much research has considered how these technologies are implicated in regulatory investigations which may yield fines amounting to billions of dollars. Economists have studied the LIBOR and FX rigging scandals in relation to operational risk [5], arbitrage, market- making and the transfer of financial risk [4], the origins of the scandals [9] and the ethical implications for managing the risk culture of financial organizations [10, 11].
However, there remains an absence of work which addresses the tools big implicated in investigating low frequency yet high impact regulatory breaches which may result in controversial billion dollar fines for banking institutions.

![Figure 2: Frequency and impact of regulatory breaches](image)

While the practice of managing large data has been a perennial topic for information systems for decades [9], few studies are situated within financial services which link important topics of regulation, compliance, technology and the professional practices of individuals, such as lawyers, compliance managers, fund managers and traders. Prior work on managing technology in financial services has widely addressed data and information issues around trading [10, 11] and more recently, on analytics and inter-organizational standards in the mortgage industry [12]. The move from manual based to electronic trading following the ‘Big Bang’ in 1986 has generated interesting studies about the use of technology and data in organizational change [13]. A study on regulation and IT following the financial crisis observed the scope of the credit crisis and resultant great recession (marked by the collapse of Lehman Bros and actions required to save Northern Rock) extended well beyond the corporate failures of the dot.com era [3]. However, there are relatively few studies from the information systems’ community that focus on the wider policy issues relating to financial regulation, technology and data.

### 3.1 Theorizing big data (4Vs)

More and more specialist tools, such as eDiscovery tools, are being utilized to traverse large volumes of structured and unstructured data held within organizations but across borders to help evaluate compliance breaches and assist with litigation. Business analysts suggest, ‘Big data has been a reality for eDiscovery for longer than it has in most other application areas. The volume of information collected in response to legal and regulatory challenges has grown from thousands, to hundreds of thousands, to millions of documents over the last few years.’ [14]. As volumes of data have increased, correspondingly academic and practitioner interest in big data has grown. One definition states, ‘big data usually includes data sets with sizes beyond the ability of commonly used software tools to capture, curate, manage, and process data within a tolerable elapsed time’ [15]. A common theorization of big data, the four Vs, has focused on what differentiates big data from common analytics. The 4Vs framework provides underpinning concepts which differentiate big data and facilitate related analysis. The volume of data sets, the speed of data creation and availability (velocity), the variety of data types (e.g. social media, emails, videos, GPS signals) and the trustworthiness, integrity and accuracy of the data (veracity) collectively define this phenomenon [16]. Furthermore, machine learning technologies review and learn from data sets (with 4V properties) to make predictions and recognize patterns that can allow firms to better identify misconduct and risks.

### 4. Methodology and research context

To fulfil our research goal, we selected an eDiscovery and data forensics consultancy based in London (UK) and serving a variety of financial organizations worldwide. The study used semi-structured interviewing techniques with 33 interviews conducted in total. Senior business managers, lawyers, data forensic experts, project managers, compliance officers and eDiscovery consultants were interviewed across financial organizations, law firms and the eDiscovery consultancy. Our inductive (theory-building) approach allowed us to build our analysis initially from a series of 5 pilot interviews to validate and develop the research instrument, with informants from the consultancy. From the outset of this study it was important to develop a working definition of the concept of ‘big data’ relevant to the financial industry and the technology under investigation. The results of these interviews with business and IT managers
showed that big data was characterized in three ways. First, informants discussed big data in terms of increasing volumes where lawyers, compliance managers, fund managers and traders now work with granular data (reported on an item-by-item basis). Second, the velocity of data has grown where data is frequently updated and analyzed. Third, the variability of data has increased where data can be structured or unstructured (i.e., text, video).

To control the scope of our study, our interview schedule situated ‘big data’ around how consultancy was changing products/services and client requirements for conducting regulatory investigations. Our aim is to impose discipline on our research design by carrying out open-end interviews on a more narrow range of areas and topics in an attempt to avoid some of the methodological pitfalls facing qualitative researchers. A common problem is that qualitative interviews generate numerous amounts of data which is ‘messy’ and difficult to organize [17]. The result is often an over-scoping of the study, where the phenomenon (in this case, big data) becomes lost in translation as the situations and contexts to which informants refer are not well defined.

Data analysis was conducted through long established interpretive techniques for analyzing data through the recursive identification of patterns, first through categorization and then abstraction [18]. During the process of data analysis, primary and secondary data were closely reviewed to determine points of importance and interest [17]. Common themes were identified and categories assigned for each case independently. Thus, long interviews were simplified through the adoption of simple categories. The analysis adopted a two cycle approach to coding. The first cycle adopted a ‘Descriptive Coding’ approach for summarizing segments of data. This method is appropriate for inductive studies utilizing semi-structured protocols [19]. This approach requires the application of a content phrase to a segment of data representing a topic of inquiry, and so related to the risks and challenges being faced, for example ‘Regulatory Investigations’, ‘Unstructured Data’ or ‘Changes in Data Volume.’ The second cycle adopted a ‘Pattern Coding’ approach to identify major themes by searching for causes and explanations from the data. Such an approach builds on the first cycle of analysis and are, ‘explanatory or inferential codes, that identify an emergent theme, configuration or explanation. They pull together a lot of material into more meaningful and parsimonious units of analysis. This analysis was guided by existing theorizations of big data. Examples include ‘Volume’, ‘Veracity’ and ‘Digitization’. Scope, depth and consistency were achieved by discussing key concepts, constructs and terminology with each of the informants and triangulating the findings across primary and secondary data sources [18]. Secondary data included white papers, press releases and speeches, regulatory mandates, marketing materials and commentary from legal and accounting firms. For example, interviewee references to particular areas of regulation were triangulated with the original regulations and industry commentary to ensure key points were fully understood and consistent across sources.

4.1. Case: eDiscovery consultancy

Our case study focuses on a full service eDiscovery firm. Millnet is one of the UK’s largest legal data services and document solutions providers, with clients in over 60 countries. The firm was incorporated in 1996 and has evolved from providing traditional legal print services to providing electronic document consulting, processing and review. Millnet’s clients include Legal 500 firms and FTSE 100 companies. Millnet is not a software vendor (it works with a number of vendors) but instead utilizes best in class eDiscovery software to provide consultancy, infrastructure and expertise. The firm supports the investigation and review of structured and unstructured electronic data held within financial organizations, which may relate to serious internal investigations, litigation or regulatory breaches. Millnet recently moved premises and invested £1M in a new facility. This investment allowed them to double their square footage to facilitate growth in personnel, allowed for the integration of purpose built forensic and server rooms, and upgrades to their data network security and biometric entry control systems for quarantined areas.

Within the UK and the USA, the legal profession has been transformed through a combination of technological advancement and related alterations in the legislative landscape. In 2006, the USA’s Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) and in 2013, the Jackson Reforms were brought into effect in the UK. Both sets of legislation address how technology may be used to support civil cases. A crucial development is that electronically stored information (ESI) has been accepted as being of equal evidentiary weight and value as conventional paper documents. Deloitte [20] suggests that, ‘It is often the case that an entire business dispute, regulatory investigation, or

---

5 Including, emails, voice recordings, video streaming, chat rooms, spreadsheets and text based documents.
multimillion pound litigation may hinge on identifying when a single piece of data was communicated, generated, altered or deleted, by and to whom and under what circumstances.’ Table 2 highlights some examples of how these tools have been used in regulatory investigations and the value they create. The Electronic Discovery Model (EDRM), Figure 3, represents a conceptual presentation of the eDiscovery process. The model should not be interpreted as a literal, linear or waterfall model. Systems and firms may facilitate discrete elements or the whole model, particularly as software vendors begin to consolidate functionality across the EDRM. The process depicted should be viewed as iterative. The same activities may be repeated many times to create an increasingly accurate set of results. It may also be necessary to cycle through earlier steps to define the approach being adopted as investigators obtain a better understanding of the data or the context regarding the investigation.

Figure 3. Electronic Discovery Reference Model v3.0 Source: edrm.net.

More recently, eDiscovery vendors have sought to incorporate more automation in order to assist with the increasing data complexities. Where key word searches are unable to deal with the variety and volumes of data being considered, predictive coding is increasingly used when there is a need to investigate large volumes of varied structured and unstructured data in a cost effective manner.

Predictive coding involves using sophisticated machine learning algorithms to determine the relevance of documents based on feedback from a human. Instead of junior staff reviewing large volumes of data, the senior partners will review and code a ‘seed’ set of documents. As this process continues, the system learns more about the coding approach and begins to predict the reviewers’ coding. At the point where the reviewers and systems coding are sufficiently similar, the system is deemed to have learned enough to make confident predictions regarding the remaining documents.

Table 2: Summary of LIBOR and FX Rate Rigging Scandals. Source: Simmons and Simmons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential contentious matter</th>
<th>Financial Services Market Abuse Investigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email accounts belonging to 23 potentially relevant people in three jurisdictions covering an 18 month period This returned over 3.6 million documents. By locating the documents relied upon by the senior individual and documents highlighted by witnesses and applying the “email threading” functionality, we quickly identified 1,198 highly relevant documents. A number of complicated, targeted, custodian and key word searches (in English, German and French), refined by specific deduplication searches to overcome the challenge of email address fields not always being identical when processed, reduced the dataset to just over 7,400 documents which required human review.</td>
<td>Original collection of 20,000 documents (T1) – review completed. Second collection of 300,000 documents (T2) with less than 4 weeks to review. Using the relevant documents from T1 + ‘good example/key documents’ and subject matter experts to train Relativity Assisted Review on what makes a document relevant vs not. Relativity Assisted Review provides a complete audit trail on every decision the computer makes based on what is deemed to be a seed document as reviewed by the subject matter expert.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

85,000 documents were reviewed at first pass and 9,000 reviewed at the second pass. Total cost of review to production exercise was £175,000 compared with traditional document review at a document by document level would have cost £465k and taken 4662 review hours to complete first pass review alone.

5. Findings: Managing the 4Vs

The veracity, variety, velocity, and volume of the data integral to regulatory investigations pose specific challenges. As Millet’s website states, ‘Banking matters tend to involve vast amounts of information and can often include unusual file types such as Bloomberg messaging and audio files.’ A key
challenge for those conducting regulatory investigations is reviewing a vast ‘universe’ of structured and unstructured data and then narrowing down the amount of files which are actually passed on to be reviewed by expensive legally trained individuals, whose time should be maximized.

A Partner at law firm Simmons and Simmons and client of Millnet commented on how the volume and velocity of files has grown in recent years at a rapid pace along with the technology employed. ‘About six, seven years ago now, electronic data was becoming more of a challenge previously when it was all hard copy lots of paper files came in and we had to deal with it manually. We could just print the emails. Over the last two, three years the volumes of data have gone through the roof. You’re no longer dealing with data sets that tend to bulk out to about 20 to 30,000, you’re talking about millions. So from a lawyer’s perspective, they are going from, ‘I got a box of files or maybe on a bad day I got ten boxes of files, to, I’ve suddenly now got a warehouse full. A conceptual warehouse full and you’re obviously not going to print them all out. So big data for us, or what counts as big, is things in the millions. And actually to be honest, things in the hundreds of thousands, anything where you’re not going to be able to have a whole bunch of humans looking at it. The last two years have seen developments in the infrastructure, both the software and the hardware that enable people to do a lot more a lot quicker. We’re talking days for hundreds of gigabytes, days rather than weeks.’

The need for eDiscovery systems to deal with a variety of file types has also become increasingly important. The need to investigate chat data has become common in regulatory investigations, particularly those involving multiple organizations. Yet, several of the study’s participants highlighted chat data as providing particular challenges. A Millnet eDiscovery consultant commented, ‘We are seeing more of chat room data because people are not just using emails, they’re using chats, they’re using their internal chat programmes, and they’re using the Reuters and Bloomberg chatrooms. Chat data are big, long streams of text, maybe 800 pages. It comes out in long transcript and is not pretty on the eye and is not easy to review. More often than not it’s got hundreds of hits and somebody just has to sit there and go through it. Also, you see a lot of noise so everybody coming in and out you see everyone’s email, everyone’s company disclaimers, and you’ve got to wade through all of this and within that there may be something dreadful going on. But how, as a human being, you’re going to find it? The other challenge for chat rooms, it’s the phraseology people use. So it’s not text searchable easily because people don’t say, ‘I’m going to go and manipulate x.’ Our participants highlighted how technologies allow for the reduction of ‘noise’ essential to allowing human reviews. An experiment conducted by a UK law firm using two individuals to review the same set of five documents revealed that chat data could be reviewed 40% quicker using an eDiscovery platform which removed the ‘noise’.

In addition to unstructured data, structured data (data held within relational databases) also presents challenges. Financial organizations often have large numbers of bespoke, vendor and legacy systems containing vast amounts of structured data. Examples include customer relationship management tools, accounting tools and trading and risk platforms. Data schemas inherent in such systems allow the data held to be accessed quickly and easily to facilitate business as usual processes. The foundation of eDiscovery tools is the ability to turn unstructured data into structured data. That is, to identify, analyze, search and present vast quantities of unstructured data. In order to do so the system creates a database of structured data populated by unstructured data. Thus, eDiscovery tools ensure that the data held within the database is searchable and can be presented in a format which is easy for humans to understand. Consequently, it may be assumed that taking data which is already structured and importing it into an eDiscovery tool might be easier. An eDiscovery Project Manager commented, ‘Structured data is a strange one because it feels like it should be the Holy Grail. All of eDiscovery is about taking unstructured data and turning it into structured data, that’s what the damn process is all about. And the data is already structured, it should be easy. You should be able to run your queries and find all your relevant events or client log activities or whatever it is. And my experience is that you almost never can.’

There are several reasons why analyzing structured data present additional challenges. Often, the information systems implemented by financial organizations contain structured data not designed for eDiscovery purposes but are instead designed for people to conduct their day-to-day work, for example, systems which maintain customer data. This often creates veracity problems when conducting eDiscovery searches, where the data schema of the database is not designed to facilitate related queries and may return inaccurate data. Another reason cited was that it is often not easy to mine the data from the system. Software vendors may not include functionality to allow the extraction of the data as it is not usually necessary and the inclusion of such functionality may provide opportunities for data theft. These challenges are eased where organizations use
well known systems from vendors such as Microsoft or Oracle. However, further challenges occur, where the eDiscovery team may not have access to the vendors’ license and their data schema or related design documentation, or where the system in question was bespoke, and the design is not obvious or is a legacy system no longer supported by the vendor. An eDiscovery Consultant commented, ‘So extraction doesn’t exist to a huge degree, which is really bizarre and it means that, on the occasions that we do end up doing structured data in a huge way, it ends up being treated much more like forensics because you are having to piece together a system, quite often from its back end without its interface, which you normally don’t have a license for, or perhaps an installer for, or just perhaps an environment in which you can install them. So you’re picking to bits a database which, it’s much, much worse than unstructured data because the unstructured data is basically a load of formats that we deal with every day. Yeah, the data schemas are difficult to recreate. But decoding these structures, if it’s noisy or not obvious how to recreate something that’s useful can be difficult.’

A common challenge across both structured and unstructured data types includes the need to understand what constitutes duplication and so to remove irrelevances in the data to further ensure the accuracy (veracity) of the data. For example, email trails are often duplicated where individuals forward or reply to existing email trails. Duplication complexity is increased where emails are held in different formats across numerous devices, including the exchange server folder, local inboxes on desktops and laptops and mails stored on mobile devices. Furthermore, while each email may look similar to a human, each mail’s meta-data relating to author, recipient, date and time will also differ. An eDiscovery consultant provided an example of the problems meta-data can cause, ‘I can give you a real world example, which is if you created some documents in 2012 and today you copy and paste them onto a USB stick, actually what you’ll do in doing that is you will reset the creation date of the copy documents to today’s date. Now you’ll get some people that will do a collection where they say, right, we want all documents, I don’t know, related to mis-selling between 2009 and 2011. If the IT department has gone at some stage and copied the documents from one system onto another they have basically reset the creation dates, so there’ll be great chunks of documents there that actually aren’t within the search.’ Other complexities occur in defining and applying keyword searches which run the risk of being, ‘both over- and under-inclusive in light of the inherent malleability and ambiguity of spoken and written English’. Simple keyword searches when used in isolation may only reveal 20% of relevant evidence in a large, complex dataset, such as an email collection. Instead, search terms should be thoroughly tested for efficacy and accuracy, part of which would include sampling to ensure that categories are neither over nor under inclusive and that there exists an iterative feedback loop to ensure that terms are refined appropriately.

6. Discussion

Our study shows how the complexity and heterogeneity of underlying data and related analytics provides a further layer of technical complexity to banking matters and so adds further opacity to understanding controls, behaviors and misdeeds. For example, one must understand the nature of eDiscovery search capabilities and related data issues to run effective searches. Predictive coding affords the automation of operational practices for discovery and so shapes this process iteratively as the system initially learns from human input and eventually takes over (velocity). Data accuracy (veracity) may also act to unduly influence outcomes. This underscores the need to study big data analytics at the level of micro practice and from the bottom up.

As the use of big data analytics within financial firms becomes further embedded and institutionalized, the ability of firms to facilitate analytics and reduce related costs and overheads through information governance will become increasingly important. Yet, our study shows that proactively structuring and managing data is of a low priority for many managers as the volume and variety of regulatory rules increases along with related costs and overheads. A further contribution is made in reviewing the complexities of dealing with different data types and how paper documents may still present challenges to those conducting regulatory investigations. Many discussants of big data overlook the fact that large volumes of important documents (e.g. financial records, health records) are often still held in paper form and that transferring these to searchable electronic documents may not be as straightforward as assumed.

6.1 Managerial and Policy Implications

As Constantiou and Kallinikos [21] succinctly note, ‘it makes a great deal of difference whether data is gathered through a carefully laid out cognitive (semantic) architecture or, by contrast, is captured and stored without such a plan and on the assumption
that it may be variously used a posteriori.’ The purpose of eDiscovery tools is to manage heterogeneous data created in haphazard fashion and to apply and impose a clear structure upon it so that it can be searched and analyzed. Where new data types, such as chat room data, become relevant to regulatory investigations such systems must be flexible enough to incorporate such variety. An important function of such systems is to create structured data out of unstructured data. eDiscovery systems classify and assemble data which has been generated as part of everyday working practices and communications and stored at the point of creation with little view as to how such data may be structured to support future regulatory investigations and litigation. Building on this perspective we suggest that organizations may seek to apply order across haphazard data and thereby reduce related complexities by implementing proactive data and information governance practices. Respondents felt that future compliance pressures and risks could be significantly mitigated through proactive categorization and management of data by financial organizations, yet often information and data governance policies within financial organizations was felt to be not well implemented and not a current priority. This is perhaps unsurprising in the post financial crisis environment where operations’ budgets are often consumed with meeting new compliance practices and where there exists little residual appetite or resource for implementing proactive measures aimed at improving or gold plating existing compliance measures. However, we suggest that firms which proactively organize and manage their data will find the pain of compliance and managing breaches easier in the years to come. As regulatory investigations and related litigations becomes increasingly common, financial organizations which are likely to have to undertake future eDiscovery projects may use information governance techniques to reduce the need to rely on costly eternal resources. Where information can be found quickly and easily, organizations can react more quickly. Our respondents suggest that one of the key challenges in responding to regulatory investigations was the tight timeframes set by the regulatory bodies. Tight deadlines for responses may create further challenges where financial organizations see eDiscovery searches as simplistic and so do not appreciate the intricacies involved at the micro/data level, including reducing ‘noise’, accessing and managing structured data, preserving metadata and approaches for scanning, analyzing and indexing paper documents. Consequently, they may leave interacting with eDiscovery experts too close to the deadline. The eDiscovery consultants interviewed felt that was often because, initially, the scope and complexity of the investigation was misunderstood or that the ability of technology to automate work and reveal in the early stages the impact of the investigation was underestimated. Consequently, we would advise financial services practitioners conducting eDiscovery projects to engage with technical experts early on who understand the issues at the micro/data level. Firms which understand the impact of regulatory investigations may formulate appropriate strategies. In regulatory investigations early determination of whether the firm is likely to be subject to fines and further litigation allows organizations to segregate funds appropriately and put strategies in place to mitigate reputational damage. Furthermore, regulators have previously reduced fines for organizations which have been the first to come forward and highlight a problem. Harnessing the power of analytics to better understand organizational operations may have many additional benefits beyond compliance. Through better understanding and control of the data their organization holds, firms will be much better placed to reap the benefits of big data analytics. For example, analytics may help firms identify areas where duplication of effort and systems are occurring and so improve processes. Improved understanding of operational risks may also allow firms to reduce their requirements to hold higher levels of regulatory capital. Furthermore, analytics may help organizations better understand how individuals in the firm interact with one another and thereby act to improve lines of communication. Analytics may also assist organizations in vital strategic decision making and related efforts to recruit and retain necessary staff. As a consequence, firms which embrace information governance techniques are better placed to exploit big data analytics and related future innovations. To conclude, firms which are able to become masters of their own data and conquer challenges related to volume, velocity, veracity and variety will be able to draw a competitive advantage through enhanced strategic decision making and increased operational efficiency.

7. Concluding comments

Symbolized by the four V’s (volume, velocity, variety and veracity) there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ template for all organizations and institutions in managing regulators’ demands for disclosure. A common challenge for global firms, is the need for each company to keep pace with the ongoing legal and regulatory landscape, where new directives, laws and
rules are coercively applied often by regulatory bodies based in different countries.

By providing empirical examples of how companies operate within their own big data landscape, it is apparent that many of the examples we discuss range from the highly strategic, where each firm has to interpret, develop and implement a data governance strategy, to the very mundane, by considering how each rule or guideline applies to their own operations. While much of the current academic literature looks at the strategic impact of big data, we caution that in many regards, the ‘devil is in the detail.’ Many of the thorny issues surrounding big data are at the micro-practice level which is less often researched than macro-levels (industry-wide) or meso-levels (across and within companies). We believe that future research which considers big data in the context of financial services and other areas, such as healthcare, may consider multi-level studies which link policy and strategic issues with more granular practices.

The proliferation and reach of big data means that even looking at a single case study, such as a site within a company, poses significant research challenges. This is because the global reach of data now extends well beyond a single site and involves the interventions, decisions, and applications of multiple participants, including regulators, industry professionals, vendor partners, and customers.

In conclusion, the philosophy of reacting to organizational and regulatory failures by increasing the scope and scale of investigations means that regulated activities will become increasingly reliant on analytics. Yet such automation comes at a price by limiting the scope of regulatory structures and analytical processes and does not address deep rooted unethical behavioral practices beyond providing accountability and surveillance after the fact.
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